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SKYSAILOR is the official
publication of the HANG
GLIDING FEDERATION OF
AUSTRALIA (HGFA). Skysailor
appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non
members the subscription is $25
pa. Cheques should be made
payable and sent to HGFA.
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The primary purpose of Skysailor
is to provide a ready means for
the information and
entertainment of hang glider
pilots in Australia and in this way
to 'advance the future
development of hang gliding
and its methods of safety.

Dealers are reminded that there
is a MAXIMUM of TWO items per
dealer in the Market Place.
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members letters will be
published unedited where
possible. Articles, photographs
and illustrations are welcomed
atthough the editor reserves the
right to edit or delete
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NOT be published and all
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Neither HGFA nor the editor
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material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested
in the HGFA. Copyright in
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is vested in each of the authors
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are NOT print-ready is the 10th
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Howdy do there atmosphere heads, it's your editor
(God) here bringing greetings and lots of hot air to
one and all. I'm just about to leave on a trek up
North for some airborne experiences, but you silly
camp. organisers have made it difficult by putting
all the camps on at the same time (Easter) . Well,
there'll doubtless be some nice thermals
somewhere. I just hope I end up in some of them.
Speaking of nice thermals, a few of us Northern
Beaches types ran into some recently at
Blackheath. Kev and I got to five grand and tried
for Lithgow. We didn't make it, but boy was it fun
prancing through the smooth lift on the way. We
landed about half way (20 or so k's) and were very
lucky to hitch a ride with our gliders back to
Blackheath pub where a few other Long Reefers
and some liquid refreshments were waiting. This
is definitely a good time of year for Blackheath, so
get your asses up there.
Some of you may have noticed that when you
frantically ripped off the postal label on your
March SKYSAILOR a piece of paper with details of
this years convention fell ou t. Some of you may
also have noticed that it didn't give details of who
would be standing again. I don't know about the
others, but have regretfully decided to stand down,
so if you think you are destined for fame and
fortune, take the first step and ring me for details
on what being Editor involves. I guess I'm just too
irresponsible to hold down a job for long and my
feet are getting itchy. Anyway, you'll probably
have to put up with me until the convention, so I
urge you all to give the matter some serious
consideration. I would love nothing more than to
see our unique mag in keen, loving hands.

St apl e t on Foundc ak e 30ngdancer
( please come bac k -

it

"TaS

only a

rash ) , St eve ~Ioc l{ i ncS , Lindsay LorrisCl.
, ~{o h an

Anabatically yours,
Geoff

Gr ant , Chic k en Georg e Smi th ,

./ang
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Phil
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~~_HGFA

NEWS _ _ _~

One of the reasons for stressing a greater awareness
of safety in this article is that our insurance
premium depends to a great extent on our accident
record. Less claims mean less accidents mean
When you hear from pilots all over Australia lower membership fees.
every day, as I do, you can sense trends, identify
misty areas that need better explanation and 5) Safety Officers
anticipate potential problems long before they get Safety Officers have to be re-nominated and reexamined every three years.
serious. It is the purpose of this article to
* clarify certain points,
Due to this practice having been largely ignored in
* give an idea of what is to come,
the past, it is proposed (only proposed) that, by the
* show some disturbing trends in our sport and
* offer some constructive criticism of instructional end of this year, ALL SO's be re-nominated and
examined by their respective State Association. All
techniques.
current SO's should submit written answers to all
questions of all ratings up to and including their
1) Short Term Membership
present
rating, preferably to their State Association
Short Term Membership is $7, not $5, is valid for
two months only and is not renewable. Pilots who who should then decide who to re-nominate.
have been full members the previous year cannot
be short term members. HGFA accepts PR1 rating Remember that the Safety Officer is fundamental
only from a STM. PR2 and above can only be to the smooth running of hang gliding from the
given out to full members.
point of view of ratings, sites, safety and guidance
and as such HGFA must ensure that the quality of
The STM form is in three parts and the top part SOs is maintained and improved. At the very
should be retained by the student as confirmation minimum, we will have updated and more
of his STM status. The bottom two parts must be rel event questions in the ratings later this year so
filled in and returned to HGFA, with the $7, as the time is perfect for reassessing our SOs (and
soon as possible.
hence, instructors) . They are the basis for
improving our safety record.
Each pilot taught by a school should be a STM
before lessons start. If not, the school is acting 6) The Manual of Procedures
illegally, under the terms of our ANO.
The Manual of Procedures has now been updated
and will be sent out to every current full member
STM can only work if the schools are as soon as it is printed.
consciencious. From the office here it is easy to tell
who the truly professional schools are and who the 7) National Instructor Coordinator
cowboys are. Please ensure that you send your Forrest Park and Bruce Barcham have jointly been
STMs in.
appointed to the paid position of National
Instructor Coordinator until the convention in
3) First Aid Course refunds
Sydney in July. Applications, with resumes, for the
As of 1/4/87 no more First Aid Course refunds will post have already been, and will continue to be,
be made by HGFA. This decision was made at the accepted up to the convention.
March meeting after assessing our budget for the
rest of the year. It is anticipated that this is an 8) December '86 Skysailor
HGFA apologises to those pilots who did not
interim measure only.
receive their December Skysailor. The fault
appears to lie with Australia Post as none of the
4) Insurance
HGFA's $5,000,000 third party insurance premium 1600 Skysailor's printed have been returned to us.
was raised from $13,500 to $17,000 as of 1/1/87. The Unfortunately the extras we did receive from the
excess was also raised from $200 to $500. Our printers have now gone.
premium for 1988 will be substantially in excess of
the '87 premium and it is expected that 1988 fees 8) Disturbing Trends
i) Dangerous teaching
will rise a little to accomodate the increase. At the
Lately we have received complaints about
moment the insurance is about $12 per pilot.

by Phil Mathewson
HGFA sec. and CFI of "Airspace"
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Remember that whatever you think of DoA and
their government procedures they have to
coordinate ALL airspace users and always err on
the side of safety. We all know that we should be
flying up to 10,000' outside controlled airspace and
moves are at hand to do just this but the cogs of
government run slowly and we have to show we
are capable of accepting our responsibility as users
of airspace on an equal fuuting with light aircraft,
domestic air traffic and all others. Our apparent
ii) Accident Reports
lack of airspace knowledge and disregard of
Another disturbing trend is the non-reporting of airspace regulations do not help our case at all.
' accidents requiring medical attention. There have Know the airspace in your area. If you don't - find
been numerous word of mouth reports to HGFA of out.
students having bad accidents but no accident
ivY Disregard of Site Ratings
reports have been sent in from the schools
involved. HGFA is at present looking into this I have received a few letters and reports of
and schools are reminded that it is their accidents by pilots flying sites rated above their
responsibility to send in accident reports and to own rating. When a rating is put on a site on a
send them in as soon after the accident as possible. particular day it is for a very good reason - YOUR
SAFETY!! If, for instance, the local SO thinks a site
All schools have accidents due to the nature of the is PR4 on a particular day it means just that - NO
sport. It should not be thought that an accident is a PR3's ARE ALLOWED TO FLY. He has assessed
black mark against the school or the instructor. It that the site is TOO DANGEROUS for pilots under
should be your duty as an instructor to send in PR4. I know that there is a shortage of sites for
accident reports and STMs to HGFA as a matter of lower rated pilots but there are good reasons for
course within your business.
putting a rating on a site. An inexperienced
assessment of a site may turn out OK and give a
false feeling of confidence but sooner or later you'll
iii) Airspace violation
There has recently been flagrant disregard of cop it if you fly higher rated sites. That's why we
airspace by certain pilots. After many breaches at have SOs and site ratings - to make it safer for you.
one particular site, two pilots were banned from ... And remember that two (or more) SO's can ban
flying totally, for a period of one month, by their you flying for a consistent breach of regulations.
State Association. The pilots concerned were not
v) Instructors Disregarding Site Ratings
the only ones violating regulations but were the
ones caught. Please be aware of controlled airspace There have been severely disturbing reports of
and height restrictions in your area as you are instructors, who all are SAFETY officers, putting
liable for the consequences if caught outside our students off PR3 and PR4 rated sites. I have heard
permitted airspace. There have been recent court feeble attempts to justify this action but this
cases where hang glider pilots have been fined and implies gross negligence and blatant disregard for
it is in the constitution of each member state to the safety of the unsuspecting student who is
deal with pilots as they see fit.
putting all his/her trust in the instructor.
dangerous teaching practices by HGFA registered
instructors in two different states. I urge ALL
students or pilots who read this who have been
witness to ANY accidents or potentially dangerous
teaching practices to write to HGFA. It is in all our
interests to keep our sport as safe as possible and
we can only achieve this through better
communication. Your letters will be treated with
the utmost confidentiality.
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d) The flight plan should be discussed at length
with the student and he should be told NOT TO
RELY ON THE RADIO, but to fly the flight plan
themselves and that the radio will be used ONLY
TO CORRECT GROSS DEVIATIONS FROM THE
FLIGHT PLAN.
Any instructor who talks
The safety of the students should be the overriding continuously on the radio is confusing, not
factor. If instructors aren't seen to be safe or are assisting, the student.
seen to disregard the rules how the hell can a
I have seen too many students panic and crash
student respect hang gliding.
when they lost radio contact with their instructor
because
vi) Teaching with CB Radios
i)
They had too much reliance on the
I think that instructors should exercise
considerable care when using CB radios for instructors voice.
ii) The instructor had too much reliance on the
teaching for the following reasons:
a) It is not the purpose of an instructor to have a radio.
radio controlled human being flying around at his An instructor should try and put himself in the
whim but to use the radio as a safety precaution frightened students shoes. Every student has a
high fear level on their first few high flights and
first and a teaching aid second.
b) The student should have sufficient skill to fly the external facade of confidence exibited by many
and land the glider safely in the correct area if the students is covering up an interior of stomachradio ceases to function. Using a radio incorrectly churning fear and controlled panic. Virtually all
students visibly shake at take-off on their first few
is more dangerous than no radio at all.
c) It is my experience that radios have a high high flights and it is up to the instructor to gauge
failure rate. Using AA Nicads is a recipe for their fear level and assess whether they should fly
disaster and 12volt gel cells should be used in or not. To the instructor a teaching site looks easy preference, assuming there is an external power to the student it's frighteningly high.
facility on the radio.
Students can show above average ability and
consistency all the way through the preliminaries
and act completely abnormally on their first high
flights BECAUSE THEIR PANIC IS OVER-RIDING
THEIR RATIONALE AND SKILL. A radio is not
sufficient to control that fear and will increase the
fear if it suddenly ceases to work. The student
must be taught from the beginning to think for
himself and to react for himself in given nonstandard situations and not to rely on a radio.
They must be taught confidence and be able to
explain what they would do in emergency
situations. Not only that, but the instructor must
ensure that the student understands how those
situations can occur.

A situation of double standards for the privileged
few cannot be tolerated by HGFA. Instructors must
not teach at high rated sites even with the
justification that their students are under radio
control. A radio is an aid - not an excuse.

It should be remembered that, at best, a student

Unusual top landings at Stanwell
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will retain only 30% of the spoken word, which
implies that an instructor should explain a point
many times to a student to ensure understanding.
But that is not enough, the student should repeat
the answer back to the instructor frequently and on
different days under different stress situations. It's
no good giving a student last minute instructions
just as he or she is about to take off - especially
when you can see their eyes wide and transfixed on
the landing area. They're not understanding. They
might say they are, but they're not.

The idea of over-teaching is necessary so that the
student will be able to react instinctively rather
than consciously to a situation. Conscious thought
is very difficult when fear takes over.
An instructor must be keenly aware of a student's
emotional state, especially on the first high flights.
An increase in wind speed, an increase in height of
50', a new site, lots of pilots - especially more
experienced ones, personal problems etc can cause
a student to fly below their actual ability and in
many cases crash because of emotional distractions
and consequent lower concentration. A radio is
not an answer - it is merely a teaching aid. The
answer is better teaching techniques by instructors,
better perception of a student's emotional states
and constant checking of the students' knowledge
of emergency situations and their ability to respond
ins tinctively.

voice to try and get through to the apparently deaf
student. To avoid this situation a student must
progress gradually in confidence and height - even
if it means driving a long way to reach a suitable
site. A classic example of what not to do is to take a
student to 500' Stan well Park straight from the 50'
sand dunes at Kurnell. The proof of how suspect a
practice this is can be seen in the high (in my
estimation) student accident rate at Stanwell Park.
If a radio is to be used, the student should be seen
to be confident of achieving the flight plan
him/herself without radio aid. Any radio
instructions given should be confined to one or
two word instructions only, not constant
"reassuring" chatter as this becomes distracting and
confusing background noise.

Remember that the student should be
concentrating 100% on flying, NOT concentrating
on listening to the instructor.

A relaxed student has depth perception and
analytical ability to set up turns and landing
approaches and good peripheral vision to better Which brings me back to the very first point estimate position and height in relation to the hill Don't use your student as a radio controlled
human. Use your experience and communicative
and landing area.
skills to educate students to respond correctly to
Apprehensive students frequently have "tunnel emergency situa tions. Don't go too high too fast.
vision" ie. they report seeing little except what is Make sure in-flight corrections are instinctive, not
directly in front of their straight-ahead vision. conscious before the student goes for the big jump
They do not see how close wing tips are to trees, and use the radio sparingly.
they do not comprehend fine speed control and
they tend to make large over corrections in pitch I invite all instructors and students to send in their
and roll. A radio is not necessarily a help in these thoughts and criticisms, both constructive and
situations - especially if the instructor is raising his destructive, to the above topics.
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~_Safety

Digest___•

I'l ish I had a!'. Accident
rteport for this one

from the National Safety Director :
WINTER IS A COLD TIME OF YEAR
I know that this may seem like a rather obvious
sort of thing to say, but it seems that many pilots
are surprised each winter by this simple fact. Every
year I arrive down at Stanwell or Blackheath on
the first really cold day and find pilots dressed in
tee-shirts, thongs and shorts shivering away and
looking totally bewildered by the lack of warmth.
While this may simply mean an uncomfortable,
miserable time in the air, the consequences can be
much more severe
particularly when
thermalling.
Because hang gliding is a pursuit in which it is
impossible to avoid exposure to the wind, Wind
Chill should always be taken into account. Wind
Chill is caused by moisture drawing energy out of
your body as it is evaporated by the passage of air
over exposed skin. As the capacity of the air to
carry water effectively increases with air speed, so
the Wind Chill Factor also rises . To give an
example - if the atmosphere temperature is -1°C,
the effective temperature on exposed skin at 10
kph is -10°e. At 35 kph, it is -15°C, and at 65 kph, it
has fallen to -21°C! If you feel that it would be rare
to be flying in temperatures as low as -1°C, just
think how many times you have been sweating
like a pig on launch and freezing at a couple of
thousand above. I have even han my breath freeze
in my beard on particularly good Blackheath days.
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So how do you avoid Wind Chill? The idea is to
expose as li ttle naked skin to the airflow as
possible. Shoes and socks to protect the feet and
ankles, heavy jeans and jacket (or a flying suit) to
protect the body and limbs and hand fairings to
protect the hands are all fairly obvious inclusions,
but the most directly exposed part of your body is
the face, and this is also the most difficult area to
protect. A balaclava will, of course, do the job
admirably. But for one reason or another, few
pilots choose to wear one. Some protection is
offered by using a barrier-type skin cream as this
will inhibit moisture loss. In most cases, heat loss
through the face is not enough to be a danger on a
metabolic scale, but on a local scale frostbite can
occur and this can be as serious an injury as a deep
burn. So if you are planning to fly through the
winter, please bear in mind the need to rug up
against the cold.
The other major danger of winter flying,
particularly on the Eastern Seaboard, is that of
katabatic winds. When an east-facing valley goes
into shadow in the afternoon, cool air begins to
flow down the slope of the valley. At sites such as
Stanwell, this effect is well known and most pilots
are aware that the wind is often blowing from the
west on the beach even when there is a perfect
sou'-easter on takeoff. If you drop below hill
height in such situations, you will sink out rapidly

and the number of submerged gliders below
Stanwell is testimony to how dangerous this can
be.
O.K. That's enough said about the hazards of
winter flying. Now let's get down to business.
ACCIDENT REPORTS
1.

Site:

Mt. Helens (Near Rockhampton,
Qld). PR4 inland thermals.
Pilot: Two previous flights at site.
30 hrs in glider.
Glider: Magic 166.
Previous damage: Bent keel,
(straightened). Slight buckles in
aerofoil upright. Slight turn to left.
Damage due to accident: Broken keel (at
sight of previous damage), bent RH
leading edge (inboard), bent right xbar, bent battens.
Conditions: Nil wind with light thermals
upface to 90 degrees cross from left.
Seabreeze imminent.
Events:"Waited for headwind thermal
approximately one hour. Noted
left wing kept dropping but
presumed this was due to wind
corning intermittently from LHS.
Good strong takeoff run. Dropped
harness (cocoon boot) when turned
hands around and inadvertently
stepped into harness approximately
15 feet after takeoff. Experienced
turn to left accompanied by lift of
nose. Attempted to correct by
moving to RHS of A-frame. Rate
of turn and stall increased. Crashed
into trees about 8 feet above
ground, 50 feet downhill from
takeoff.

Analysis: The pilot goes on to comment on how
the trailing aerial of his radio could have distorted
the sail by pulling upwards on the right-hand
trailing edge causing a left-hand turn. Apart from
the fact that pulling up on the right-hand trailing
edge is much more likely to induce a right-hand
turn than a left-hand turn, there are a number of
other factors which tend to discount such an
explanation.
The first is that the pilot inadvertently stepped
into prone much earlier than usual. Of course,
when you are in the prone position, the centre of
gravity of the glider is higher and the glider is

therefore more prone to the effects of turbulence.
Accidental entry into prone can also distract or
disorient the pilot at a vital moment.
Secondly, the light/variable conditions prevailing
on the day require special care, especially when
launching from a corridor cleared through trees. It
is more than likely that what the pilot took to be
thermals corning from the left, was actually the air
being drawn across the launch point by a thermal
to the right. This idea is further supported by the
fact that the glider stalled and dropped the left
wing after takeoff. This is precisely the response
the glider would make when encountering a
thermal under the right-hand wingtip.
Comments: When launching in light/variable
thermal conditions, special care must be taken to
make sure that conditions are exactly right at the
commencement of the launch run. This requires a
lot of local knowledge and this can only be gained
through considerable flying experience at the site.
If you do not have the necessary local knowledge
yourself, you should always fly with an
experienced local pilot who can help you to decide
the right moment to launch.
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One other thing about this accident report that
does concern me is the reference to the keel
having previously been bent and straightened and
one A-frame upright being slightly buckled. In
old-style Rogallo wings, the keel was not subjected
to any huge loadings in normal flight and it was
probably quite safe to straighten a bent keel. But in
enclosed, floating crssbar gliders such as the Magic,
the cross bar retention straps place considerable
compressivle loads on the keel, as well as the
normal bending loads. Although structural failure
was not a factor in this incident, it is interesting to
note that the crash caused the keel to fail at the
same point as it had been previously damaged.
While I have no evidence to prove that is is
definitely dangerous to use a re-straightened keel, I
certainly would not use one myself. Of even more
concern is the 'slight buckles' in the aerofoil
upright. In most aerofoil uprights, the load is

appears minor. If you don't believe me, try
balancing on an aluminium beer can and then
reach down and tap the sides hard with your
fingers . After you have extracted your ruined
fingers from between the folds of crumpled
aluminium, you will probably have a better
understanding of compression loands . IF YOU
HAVE A BEND, DENT OR BUCKLE IN A
COMPRESSION MEMBER - REPLACE IT, DON'T
ATTEMPT TO REPAIR IT!
*Note: Sometimes it is possible to safely straighten
cylindrical A-frame uprights provided the bend is
very minor and can be straightened completely.
2.

Rosin's Lookout (Beachmont, Qld).
PR3 inland ridge/ thermal.
Pilot: 6 months experience, rating
unknown. Severe internal injuries
and fractured skull.
Glider: Moyes Mars 150. Extensively
damaged.
Conditions: No information.
Events: "Pilot was third to launch in a
group of beginners. Perfect launch,
smooth controls. Flew along spur
south of T.O., performed 180
degrees turns as if to soar (this
flight plan was agreed upon with
instructor). It appeared that pilot
misjudged the distance of her
wing-tip from a dead tree.
Wingtip impacted two thirds up
the tree (approx. 40ft). Glider dove
into ground".
Site:

Analysis: According to the report the pilot had
had a number of high glides from other sites and
was ready to attempt soaring on a suitable day.
Unfortunately it appears that, on this occasion, the
pilot made a simple error of judgement with
rather disastrous results. Flying close to a ridge,
especially one as big as Rosins, it is relatively easy
to develop problems of scale. This can sometimes
lead to inexperienced pilots flying much closer to
objects than they intend or even realise. Until you
have gained some experience at flying larege
ridges, it is wise to give yourself plenty of clearance
from all solid objects.
taken by the inner, cylindrical tube and the outer,
faired tube. Often the outer tube shows only
minor signs of damage after a nose-in, concealing a
severe bend in the inner tube. As A-frame
uprights carry considerable compressive loads,
buckles, dents and bends will severely compromise
their structural integrity; even when the damage
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Well, that's all I have for you this month, except to
mention that the Rating System Sub-Committee
consisting of Forrest Park and Bruce Barcham (our
new National Coaching Co-ordinators), and
myself, met a couple of weeks ago and put together
a list of requirements and a structure for the
Revised Rating System, based on the

recommendations of the State Associations'
submission. The result is that the · experience
requirements, log tasks and flying tests for the Pilot
Certificate and the three Pilot Ratings have been
completed. A list of questions has been developed
and we are awaiting additional questions on
towing so that we can allocate questions to ratings.
Copies of the results will soon be sent to the State

Associations for final comments before the
Convention in July .
A more complete
presentation of the changes made and the reasons
behind them will be published soon in
SKYSAILOR.
That's all folks .
Christophe

STOP PRESS
Fatal Accident
On Sunday 29th March, Mike Wright was
killed while attempting his first tow launch
at Yanchep in yvestem Australia. As yet, full
details are not available, however a full
accident report is being prepared and will be
published in next month's issue.
To Mike's family and friends, we extend our
deepest sympathy.
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Keep sending those entries to Paul Mollison, 8 Brown
Street, ADAMSTOWN. NSW 2289.
The organlser is keen for someone else to run the XC
League next year (so that he can concentrate on Just one
competition ie the World Championships). Anyone who wishes
to assist should contact Paul at the address above. If no
assistance is forthcommlng then the League wll I be held
over for the year.

comp.NEW5
S TAN 0
PILOT

Fit 1 Fit 2

67.0Tc
1000
BLENKINSOP Steve224.9Dc
1000
NEWLAND Merk
67.0Tc
1000
HUBBARD Guy
67.0Tc
1000
FIMERI Garry
67.0Tc
1000
KELLY Paul
146.2Gc
738
FLENTJE Phi II
67.0Tc
1000
CUMMINGS Denis
67.0Tc
1000
65.0Tc
BEAVIS Al an
970
67.0Tc
KAMBAS George
1000
MACDONALD Chris 67.0Te
1000
DUNCAN Russel I 67.0Te
1000
20.4Rc
JEFFERY Mer i e
551
129.3Gc
JARMAN Ian
653
158.1Dc
HANSEN Co lin
702
130.7Dc
NOUD Toni
581
ROBINSON Scott 118.2De
525
GILBERT Denis
119.9Dc
533
95.1Dc
SVENS Birgit
422
22.4Rc
SM ITH George
605
24.8Te
MOLL! SON fa u I
370
136.6Dc
BARDON Tim
607
57.0Dc
HANSEN Sue
253
20.4Rc
LEE Wayne
551
20.4Rc
MACLEAN Ian
551
57.7Dc
DAVIE Gary
256
72.8Dc
TULLOCH Geoff
323
41.4Dc
PHILLIPS Jeff
184

GORDON neve

N G S as at
Fit 3

37.0Rc 37.0Rc
1000
1000
197.9Gc 130.0Gc
1000
656
154.5Dc 129.3Gc
686
653
134.3Gc 126.1Gc
678
637
195.9Dc 105.3Dc
871
468
130.7Dc 120.3Dc
581
534
11 6.7Dc 87.3Gc
518
441
100.6Gc 87.4Dc
508
388
112.9Dc 90.0Gc
502
454
71.4Tu 86.1Dc
519
382
109.8Ru 81.3Dc
537
361
129.3Ge 100.6Gc
653
508
20.4Rc 19.0Rc
551
513
112.8Gc l00.6Gc
569
508
83.6Dc 57.0Dc
371
253
80. OGc 72.3Dc
404
321
103.4Dc 64.9Dc
459
288
90.0Ge 53.4Dc
454
237
90.2De 83.4Dc
401
370
48. 6Gc 44.9Gc
245
226
71.3De 42.0Dc
186
317
56.4Tu
410
53.7Dc 45.1Dc
238
200
72.8De
323
10.5Ru
283
50.9De
226
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8/ 4/87

Fit 4

Fit 5 TOTAL

125.3Dc
557
77.9Tu
566
129.3Gc
653
132.0Dc
586
90.0Gc
454
106.6Dc
473
89.5Dc
397
75.9Gc
383
88.8Dc
394
77.7Dc
345
58.2Gc
294

124.4Dc
553 4110
100.6Gc
508 3732
100.6Gc
508 3501
36.3Ru
555 3457
101.0Dc
449 3242
87.3Gc
441 2769
53.7Tu
. 390 2748
82.3Dc
365 2646
65.7Dc
292 2613
25.9Tu
304 2552

r--------------------------

OVERSEAS COMPETITIONS 1987
Australia is again sending a team to the World
Masters Competition in Kossen, Austria. The
team comprises an official four man team and two
woman team as follows:
Russ Duncan
Carl Braden
Mark Newlands and
Drew Cooper, with the female contingent
comprising
Toni Noud and
Marie Jeffery.
Steve Moyes will be competing for Australia in the
US this year.

2193

34.7De
154

2161
15.0Dc
66 1836

44.7Ge
225

1731
23.4Gc
118 1672
1306
1273
1225
1194
1077

37.9Dc
168

1042

23.4Ge
118

1017
23.4Gc
118
929
874
835
482
323
184

launchin;::~

at Buffalo

Toni Noud received $1000 and Mark Newlands
and Steve Moyes each received $2000 assistance for
their overseas competitions.
This funding was generously given by the
Department of Sport and Recreation and the
following sponsors:
Ansett
Caltex
Carleton Breweries
Coca Cola
Sun Newspapers
State Bank
State Rail
TNT
Qantas
Tooheys
Cumberland Sports Clinic
HGFA would like to thank all the above sponsors
for their continuing commitment to our small
sport. It is only through sponsorship that we can
send our best pilots overseas to practise so we can
take back the World Team Trophy and Individual
Trophy that the poms only just wrested from our
grasp at the last World Championships.
Go get

'epl.

1988 WORLD FREESTYLE HANG
GLIDING MASTERS

Towing at Parkes

10-17 January, 1988 at Stanwell Park.
John Coby has secured sponsorship and as a
result there will be at least $5,000 prize
money.

EV EN PROS 1.08£ ....

The quiet o{ a small Arkansas town wa :1 greatly
disruoted 'me day when frozen ducks .; I.u ;"(ed
falli~g all over town . By the Ume it was over,
nearly 100 lay scaUered about. It se<~ ms that
the "100 ship goggle" had been sJdrting a thu,",,?tstorm when they were caught in a severe updraft.
carried aloft in the storm, and {rozen to dt'ath.
The moral we choose to draw {rom this is si.i1ply
that no matter how much of a pro you are,
thWldersCorms never lo~('.
- - Weekly Summary,

'. I~N
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~_~Letters

REPRINT FROM
'UP DRAUGHT'

to the Editor_ _...

thinks the hood ornamen t has
left a permanent impression on
the my sex life.

Dear Sirs,
I would like to tell you about my
one and only experience in the
insane sport of hang gliding. It
seems a friend of a friend had a
friend who had a kite and my
friend told me about his friend's
friend's kite. I was interested and
when I saw a picture in our local
paper I decided to build one. At
the time it seemed rather foolish
to be concerned with weight,
strength or length.

Might I wish all your readers
similar success in their kiting
adventures.
Orville Wrong.
Dear Miss/Mrs/Ms/Mr J.P. Avila,

I fail to find any logic in your
thinking. You find no benefits
from the sport? Well what about
valuable export dollars from the
leading glider manufacturer in
the world today, also the image
I had some old bamboo poles our pilots are spreading abroad in
from the garden and I lashed two Europe and America. I bet that
together for each of the main you did not know Australia had
parts of the frame. This seemed won the America's Cup of hang
to work well especially when I gliding. You obviously don't
used glue. Then I went and got answer barrages of questions fired
two old flannelette sheets, as I from overseas tourists stopping
didn't have a sewing machine, I off at Stanwell, and guess what
used a staple gun I had borrowed they spend in Australia other
from the office to put the sheets than time?
together. I tied a seat near the
front of the kite as I figured from
there I would have a better view
and as a safety precaution, I put a
double knot on the rope.

As for disregard for innocent
people, well it only shows your
ignorance of life in general. You
would have more chance of
killing someone with your car
than a glider. Just think of how
many near misses you have had
in your car and then tell me
about safety.
As for your pictorial trash about
the death of a pilot, I found it
morbid and it could only have
come from a sick mind. You are
under no obligation to listen to
the odd yarn or two so don't
vouch for others interest because
they may not be as withdrawn or
as boring as yourself.
Who's on a highhorse? You
must think that you are better
than everyone else. You seem to
be very childish, narrow minded
with a vicious streak, with
nothing but a view towards
damaging all the hard work that
better people than you have put

The kite was ready for its maiden
flight and I knew just the place Killer Ridge - a straight 100 foot
drop to the river. Speed was of
the essence so I had a friend drive
my car while I sat on the hood
with the kite balanced on the
roof. He shot towards the edge of
the cliff slamming on his brakes
at the last moment and
propelling me over the front of
the car and the cliff.
What followed is hard to describe
but the doctor says I will only
walk funny for the next six
months, my arms will be out "f
the casts next week - but he
SKYSA~LOR
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" 'l 'Iatch me pull a rabbit ,out of my hat"

towards improving the sport for
everyone involved.
You are obviously not a pilot so
stick your nose where it belongs in your own little world.
Robert Bowden 15182
Dear Geoff,
would like to take the
opportunity, through your
magazine, to thank everybody in
the hang gliding community for
having made my stay in
Australia a truly memorable one.
The number of people whom I
would like to thank in this letter
is numerous and would take too
long to list.
I just wished my countrymen
were as friendly as you lot, Quton
numbers -of occasions (The
World Masters being oI}e) it has
not been so.
I'm leaving my French address to
you Geoff, so that if anyone has
any queries about going flying in
France, perhaps I can help .
Jean-Yves Ricard
Bourg De Saint Clet
22260 Pontrieux France

As a long standing Safety Officer
in this area I have been
concerned lately about many
flyers' attitude to "The Rules" .
Recently one of our newer PR4
pilots returned from a trip south
with stories of flying Tamborine
with guys who were quite openly
flaunting the height restrictions.
In our own area there has
developed a tendency to do the
same thing.
Just how serious is this?

It appears that members, clubs,
state associations etc may have
decided that the odds against
being caught are sufficiently low
to warrant the risk of losing sites
and incurring heavy personal
fines.

Maybe this is as things have
al wa ys been?

In the lamentable absence of any
directive to safety officers on this
issue, I am at a loss as to what
action I should take. If I was fair
dinkum about the job I should
probably be reporting such
instances directly to the D.O.A.

We have always been a "frontier"
sport. The boundaries have been
pushed back by guys prepared to
"stretch" the rules. Our national How fair dinkum should I be?
magazine still runs articles on How fair dinkum are you?
one page extolling the virtue of,
say, trike towing, while We now have a site similar to
reminding us it's illegal on the Tamborine, only it is directly
next. Several times recently state under the commercial jet route
and federal safety co-ordinators into Rockhampton. We have
have strenuously pointed out been given permission to fly it to
that we must fly by the "new" within 500 feet of controlled air
rule bpok, yet action never space which, over take off, is at
appears to be taken against 4000 feet ASL. Please inform of
offenders - even when they are the likely action D.O.A. would
given state-wide media coverage take if traffic under control from
for their "daring feats".
the tower were to become aware
of a hang glider in its air space.
Would there be warnings etc?
What fines are likely etc?

Regarding the appointment as
"Regional Officer", we've decided
that logically in our area it
should fall automatically to the
club secretary. As I have held the
position for a number of years,
I'll let you know when things
change.
Yours sincerely,
Shane Newell

Blackheath in pre-ramp days
I-

Phil's Reply : Any breaches of
airspace regulations should be
reported to the State Association,
not to DoA .
We are an
autonomous Federation and are
adequately equipped to deal
internally with such breaches.
If a pilot is caught by DoA in
controlled airspace then the
SKY SAILOR Page 15

punishment will normally fit the
severity of the breach. This can
range from DoA requesting that
HGF A or the State Association
deal with the matter to the pilot
being taken to court and fined.
These fines in the past have
ranged from $400 to $1500.
Recently two pilots were banned
from flying for one month by
their State Association after DoA
had asked the State Association
to deal with reported hang
gliding airspace infringement.
The pilots responsible had been
given warnings previously.
In these instances, Shane, there
has to be a bit of give and take
and not all minor breaches of
airspace need to be reported.
However, a serious breach or
persistent breaches should be
reported and the offenders
disciplined.

)

Chuff Seager gets caught in an updraft
at Warriewood
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Dear Geoff,
Colin Bailey's letter about the
lack of media coverage of the
Nationals / Mas ters expresses
sentiments which many of us
feel from time to time.
Unfortunately, Colin is rather
naive in stating ".... .it's about
time we gained some important
sporting coverage .... " and "It's
time
to
get
adequate
patronizing(?) public viewing".
Also, Colin does not offer any
sugges tians on how this is to
happen. Whilst we are all very
enthusiastic about our sport and
feel sure that people would be
interested in media coverage of
events such as the Nationals,
what Colin should appreciate is
that with only 1600 or so
participants out of a population
of 16 million, hang gliding is
probably the smallest organised
sport in Australia and therefore
ranks as a very low priority
amongst the general public and
media agencies alike.
Except for the ABC, newspapers
and TV stations are in the
business of making profits. To
make profits they have to attract
advertisers and to attract them
they need lots of viewers/readers.

As their resources are finite,
where they have a choice
between giving 3 minutes (or 3
paragraphs) coverage to either
say, World Series Cricket or the
Hang Gliding Nationals, they
will choose the one which will be
of interest to the greatest number
of viewers/readers. That's why
they reported the 'spectacular'
accident at Mt. Buffalo but not
the interview with myself or the
footage and reporting on the
competition generally which was
recorded just before the accident.
The point is that accidents hold a
morbid fascination for most
people but hang gliders floating
peacefully around the sky do not
- despite what we may think!
As it happens, enormous efforts
were made to obtain media
coverage for the Masters but with
little success.
Due to the
involvement of Bond Brewing,
the MOJO advertising group were
commissioned by B.B. to handle
the pre-compo publicity, in
conjunction with myself. A 15
page 'program' combined with a
detailed press release and a 20 x
16cm B&W photo of Danny Scott
flying one of the 'Swan
Premium' gliders was sent out to
15
radio
stations,
31
newspapers/magazines and 9 TV
stations in NSW, Victoria and
ACT in early December. This

also advised that people such as
Steve Moyes, myself and others
were available for interviews.
Only the ABC in Albury rang me
before Christmas whilst an
appearance on
Channel 9's
'Today' program was arranged
for Steve but rescheduled 3 times
before being dropped. Only the
'Canberra Times' ran an article
taken from the press ki t. I also
sent copies of the kit to the
H.G.A.'s in W.A., S.A., Qld and
Tasmania suggesting they send
copies to their local media but I
don't know if anything came of
this.
In mid-January, I sent out
another press release to the
major Sydney and Melbourne TV
stations and newspapers, with
the heading, "A Gathering of
Eagles!" - pointing out that
Australia's biggest ever hang
gliding competition would s tar~
on Australia Day. The result?
Zilch!
In the press kits, we advised all
the media that I would be
available at H.Q. every morning
between 8.30am and 9.30am for
interviews, scores etc. There was
some response to this. I spoke to
a journalist from the Australian,
which subsequently published a

/

large article on both the World
Gliding Championship and our
Compo Six other articles/pictorial
spreads were published during
the Compo in local papers, the
Albury-based 'Border Mail' and
the Melbourne 'Sun'. Channel 4
in Albury ran 4 'spots' and
although they 'fppd' to Chanr.el
10 in Sydney and Melbourne,
these stations only showed the
footage of Gerhard Hoffman's
crash (proving what I said
before!). Finally, each morning, I
rang the ABC in Albury (i.e.
Radio) and sent a FAX with the
daily results to A.A.P.-Reuters in
Melbourne.
Whilst the ABC
normally covered it in their
morning news, it seems that very
few newspapers picked up the
results from the Reuter's 'wire'.
Finally, immediately after the
comp ., I sent Press Releases to
about 25 newspapers and
magazines, giving them the top
10 results, details of price money,
total distance flown, number of
flights etc. The result? Again, as
far as I am aware, - Zilch! I did
however wri te a faril y long
article for a new airsports
magazine called 'Blue Skies' and
I believe 'Muddy' Murdoch
provided some photos - keep a
lookout for their next issue.
So that's the story.
The
unfortunate fact is that hang
gliding is a minority sport and
the media, reflecting the level of
public involvement, are simply
not very interested in us.
Martyn Yeomans
Dear Pilots,
After looking through some old
hang gliding magazines, I became
interested in one photo that
stood out above all the rest. That
photo was of a man in a Rogallo
that had a motor of some sort on
the front.

R

very poor setup area

Even more recently, while
looking through some American
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magazines, I saw yet another
form of engine fitted behind the
pilot. This idea of a detachable
engine has interested me for a
long time but as yet I have not
seen such an engine or seen any
plans.
If anyone remembers seeing such

an engine or knows of someone
who has one, please contact me
as I would like to build such an
engine for my glider. I am only
after plans for a detachable
engine not a trike; the main idea
being that it will get me up high
enough before it runs out of
petrol to look for a thermal.
Please write soon to:
Danny Van der Walle
39 Dayboro Road
Kurwongbah Qld 4503 Ph. (07)
2851758

P.5. If anyone also has ideas about
mounting
points, stability
problems and handling problems
while using such an engine,
please send them to me as well.
All contributions will be
acknowledged when I write an
article about motor-driven
gliders for the Skysailor. Thanks.

A PROFILE
(reprinted from Aviation Safety
Letter, Canada, July 86 issue)
Many attempts have been made
to determine the personality
profile of the typical aviator.
This is a hotly debated topic, and
some researchers (Adams &

Bolanchuk 1985) demonstrated
that pilots express greater needs
of heterosexuality, dominance,
change,
achievemen t and
exhibition, but lesser needs for
dependency, compliance to
advice, humility and order than
the average adult.

At the same time, pilots are more
conscientious, tactful and
dependable than the average.
Pilots differ noticeably in certain
personality characteristics from
non-flyers.
But it is dangerous to define
psychological characteristics as if
there is a simple formula . We
are
all
individuals .

\
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PRODUCTS
------.... THE

~RROW

Air
Borne Winds ports team of Shane, Rick and
Russ Duncan with Chris Brandon have been
developing trikes over the past 4 years.
The Arrow wing is the latest development in the
Australian triking scene.
The Arrow wing incorporates several new design
features which have improved handling,
increased spped range without sacrificing climb
rate.
The Arrow is a 170 sq ft wing with a higher aspect
ratio than previous wings of 7.2.
The Arrow has a multi-sleeves 63.5mm - 60mm
leading edge construction which obviously resists
bending at speed.
The leading edge construction combined with a .
much smaller tip area maintains minimum twist
at a speed range of 25-70mph.
The smaller tip area makes handling in turbulence
much easier and very predictible.
The Duncan Bros. have also been expanding their
manufacturing interests to include the production
of timber laminated propellers. Propellers are
available for trikes, ultralights, balloon inflaters
and gyrocopters.
For any information about any products
manufactured by the Duncan Bros. please contact:
Airborne Windsports
280 Charlestown Road
Charlestown NSW 2290
Ph. (049) 439599
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Hands up all those who have gone to Blackheath
expecting a good day, spending 2 plus hours getting
there only to find it not working ..... "But the
weathermen predicted light westerlies!"
We all know (or do we) what the weather map
should look like if 5tanwell is going to be on. But
what about Blackheath? Does Blackheath work
best in Spring and Autumn in days of light and
variable winds with light sea breezes predicted on
the Coast in the afternoon?
Wouldn't it be really good to know when it is best
to fly Blackheath and have a taste of thermals up
over the Megalong Valley and the Blue
Mountains?
I am willing to make a survey on Blackheath for
one year and report back to Skysailor after that
time on the findings of when it is bes t to fly
Blackheath.

I

I·_t. Blackheath from a g reat height

f

/

The idea I had was that if you had a good or
hopeles day at Blackheath, then when you get
home, give me a ring and I can take down some
information such as:wind conditions
cloud formation, height and cover
height gain by you
any cross-country flying
size and punchiness of thermals
numbers of pilots there
anything else you want to say
When information is received, I will attach a
weathermap for that day's flying. Hopefully, after
some time, a pattern might start forming.
Naturally this survey will only be of use if YOU
make use of it. 50 please ring (047) 353939 and
help the survey. Also copy this number down in
your Handbook or Log Book for quick reference.
Hoping to hear from you.
Bruce Mear
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HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
L....::._ _--'

BOX "12 MORNINGSIOE BRlsa"NE 0

.& Club News _ _ _1!!'"
Currently UP is administered
from Griffith University but
plans are in progress to affiliate
with
the
Unviersity
of
Queensland and QIT.

'NC. .

~11-::

The 1987/88 Executive committee
was elected at the annual general
meeting of 14/03/87. It consists
of the following members:President Mike Lewis
Secretary Peter de Mestre
Treasurer Barry Edwards
Vice President - Richard Nevins
Past President - Jerry Furnell
Following the commi ttee
meeting of 19/03/87 the
Management committee was
appointed as follows:Coaching Co-ordinator Ted McAllan
State Co-ordinator - Marie Jeffery
Safety Co-ordinators Neil Schaefer & Duncan
Richardson
D.O.A. Liaison - Tim Quick

Membership to the Griffith
University based club is $5 to
students and staff and $25 to
external members .
UnfortDear Reader,
unately the University Board of
Community Services decrees that
UP or 'University Pilots' is a new only 33% of the members can be
club in Brisbane designed to help from outside the University.
tertiary students learn hang
gliding. We do this by several It is anticipated that UP will
methods:
eventually own up to 9 gliders
between the three campuses.
1.
We pay $50 towards There will be an internal trophy
students doing their training to and an open trophy (for any pilot
become pilots.
to compete for) that will be
2.
We provide a glider for the competed for on a monthly basis.
members to use.
3.
We have limited funds to UP has not been set up in
carry out minor repairs to the UP competition against other
glider.
Brisbane clubs (NASSA and
4.
We provide a community Leading Edge), in fact it is hoped
within which pilots can develop that eventually members of UP
their skills.
will become members of one of
the other clubs. It is not possible
to affiliate directly with an
outside club as the University
Board of Community Services
will not allow control of a
University club by an outside
person/group. It would be my
personal wish to see a friendly
three way flying competition set
up between the three existing
clubs when our membership
includes some more rated pilots
(presently our club has a majority
of unrated pilots waiting to
learn).

Somewh~reover

a Rainbow

UP currently has over 20
financial members and is still
growing.
If the momentum
keeps UP in the next few years I
hope to see the club participating
in a manner that will help hang
gliding all through the Brisbane
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area and hopefully the whole of
Australia. This is not the first
time campuses in Brisbane have
set up hang gliding clubs. Twice
before such clubs have failed in
Brisbane. Anybody or any group
that would like to help in any
way is more than welcome to do
so.

Hobart will soon be made
available by the DOA, under the
new ANO's.

If any other campus wants to join

in on the benefits or wants a copy
of our constitution to 'get off the
ground' please contact:
Derek Kennedy
School of Science
Griffith University
Nathan Qld 4111
Ph. (07) 275 7622 (B/H)
(07) 844 2038 (A/H)

Sorry for the recent lack of island
news but we've all been much
too busy experiencing the effects
of alcohol on pilot performance
to be bothered writing. That and
flying too much.
First of all, cheers to David Allen
for extending the State's crosscountry distance records to 25km
with a flight from Tunbridge Tier
to Oatlands.
Others taking
advantage of summer thermals
and sea breezes include
Cloudbase and IFR at Mt. Barrow,
Billop and other sites. Chaz Mace
at Mt. Franklin and Brett at
Eaglehawk Neck.
This new site on the Tasman
Peninsula offers spectacular
coastal soaring in easterly and
southerly winds. Southern pilots
deserve a crate for the access
track, ramp and launching area
built there recently. We also
hope that Mt. Wellington behind

l1.
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Towing techniques have been
perfected on an airstrip at Cressy,
and Bruce Crearer has introduced
radios to the gliders of novices
doing their first high glides and
soaring flights. He is flavour of
the month, after a jug of beer, for
so safely shortening their
learning curve.
Whilst writing of fledglings, five
flew their first high glides at
Gaff's Hill one recent afternoon.
The majority were women, and
Maree Crearer has become the
first local woman to soar.
Social highlights include the
Christmas Party, and the
traditional Australia Day long
weekend flying the Green Hills
and the Nut, at Stanley.
Island pilots have been fulfilling
their social obligations too.
Gliders were flown to advertise
the opening of a new chair lift up
the Nut. It beats carrying up
hands down, especially when
legless.
Promotional
footage
of
Tasmanian scenery is currently
being shot for Tasbureau use.
Whilst an attempt to fly into

Tasmaniac

Wine Glass Bay on the east coast
was cancelled by an untimely
wind shift, being paid to ride
around Coles Bay in a helicopter
was a small consolation. Filming
of flight in spectacular locations
has been postponed, but keep
your eyes peeled for the results.

Thanks to the members that
submitted guides to their local
sites, although not all are suitable
for PR2 pilots I will publish the
information throughout the year
as I am sure it is of great value to
approriately rated pilots.

Last year, NSWHGA received an
extremely detailed application for
funds to upgrade the Mt
Cambewarra si te near N owra.
Over recent years, Wayne
Beckenham and a small band of
As you have read, our small band local pilots have done much
has been making the most of the work in creating a launch and set
conditions. You can't blame us up area acceptable to the local
council. Mt Cambewarra is a
for not writing.
very popular and well known
touris t facili ty providing
More altitude at lower latitudes,
spectacular views of the
Shoalhaven and South Coast
Rohan Grant
from its 2300'ASL summit. As
the TO adjoins the lookout, the
Mt and associated ridge represent
one of NSW highest sites.

Mainland excursions have also
been conducted to educate
northern flyers in the rougher
points of airborne technique.

Due to its height, it was originally
declared a PR3 site but on many
days it is quite suitable for solid
PR2's with advice/supervision
from more knowleqgeable or
local pilots.
However, a few words
warning for all pilots.

A T.A.S. H. G.A. p ilo t
study i ng t h e effects of
altitude & incli nation
to alcohol at t h e
Christmas party testing
centre

of

Firs tly.... Mt Cambewarra is
within RESTRICTED AIR SPACE
which is administered through
ALBATROSS, the Naval air base
at Nowra. Up until recently
flying could only be carried out
on weekends when this airspace
was not activated for military
use. Now, d1,le to liaison with
the Navy, the site may be flown
after 4.30pm on weekdays, once
again, only if the airspace has not
been activated.

To find out if you are able to fly at
any of these times you MUST
contact the Duty Air Officer at
Albatross to obtain permission to
do so. PHONE: 044-211211 and
ask for the Duty Air Officer. (You
may wish to check with their
MET section as well to get wind
strength and direction as well as
cloud height).
A few weeks ago somebody did
fly without obtaining a clearance.
This turned out to be during a
major Naval exercise and the
Navy was not impressed and
subsequently will close down the
site if this occurs again. There is
a public phone at the turn off to
the lookout.... there is no excuse
for not making a call.
Secondly ..... As this site is part of
the lllawarra Escarpment system
and on average faces SE turning
to SW south of launch it catches
the moist S-SE changes that
move up the coast and presents a
formidable barrier to this airflow
causing one of the highest
rainfalls in the state. As a result,
cloud can often form well below
TO height or start forming above
and drop quite quickly as the SE
flow deepens and gains strength.
The dangers of cloud suck or just
a rapidly lowering cloudbase can
trap the unwary with the
potential for obvious disaster.
Thirdly ..... It is a big ridge with
spurs and a deep valley behind,
picking true wind direction from
the TO area can be extremely
difficult, as it tends to swirl and
rotor up through launch even
when the wind is flowing 90-180
degrees off the true TO direction
of SSE. Even if the wind is
straight on, Take Off is usually in
SKYS~ILOR
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dead or vertical. This factor mu st
be considered and a strong take
off technique, with total pitch
and roll stability during the run
and immediately following lift
off are essential to clearing the
launch phase safely.
High gli des can be obtained on
most ligh t wind su nny mornings
before any sea breeze activiity
begi n s as up slope convection
gives calm to ligh t air through
la unch.
A lways check the
landing area before flying as the
wi n d is u suall y a differ ent
direction to th at on TO. Place a
streamer o r similar in the

paddock to assist you in planning
a suitable landing approach .
Further site information is
displa yed on a board a t TO. If it is
your first time at Cambewarra,
wait for a local or contact either
Wayne (0440487511) or myself
(048-789274) to try and arrange a
more thorough introduction.
Finally, Cambewarra can be
mellow and enjoyable, easy to
soar or difficult to soar, thermally
smooth or extremely turbulent,
clear or quickly clouded. In other
words, it has many moods and is
prone to change rapidly because

of its size and location, but to the
cautious and OBSERVANT pilot
it represents one of NSW's most
scenic and civilized sites. It is
also a high profile site in terms of
public awareness of its hang
gliding activities .
Tourists,
council, navy and other airspace
users are all very aware of our
presence and use of the si teo
DON'T BLOW IT !!
Till next month ...... .Ian

At
the
last
NSWHGA
executive meetin9
much discussion and
c o nsid e r at ion was 9iven to site improvement fundin9 and the conditions
and criteria used
as 9uidelines
in determination of approval
or
refu s al for such funding.
It
proved
to be an extremely complex issue with the variables bein9
f a r t o 9rea t to come to a rigid set of rules.
Eac h a ppl ic at i o n woul d hav e to b e considered on its own merits however
ce r ta in r eq u i re ments wil l need to be met be f ore a ny consideration can
be 9i v e n .
1) That a detailed s i te desc ri ption and g e ne r al a r ea s it e 9u i de must
accompan y t he appl i cat i on.
2) Pre~erence will be shown to new sites or u pgradi n 9 of
s i tes
that
are suitable for beginner / novice pilots.
3 ) That
the site be accessable to a
r easonable n u mber
of
NSW
membe r s , sufficient to j u st i f y the u se ofgene r al membe r ship funds.
4) That the local or re9ula r site use r s h ave alread y e x pended much of
the i r
own
time,effort
a n d r esou r ces
in ma in tenance a n d site
impr·ovement.
5)
That the applicatio n come f r om a club or or9anised 9rouP of pilots
with sufficient accou nti ng
records,receipts etc for
mone y
already
spent and with attached quotes for proposed work .
Imp r ovements to the Mt Ov e n s site near Bathu r st
h ave been carr i ed out
and a repo r t on that sh ou ld be available in the next issue.
Oth er business of the meet in 9 dea l t with safet y office r s a n d the
n eed
to fo r malize the appointment and
r enewal
r equirements of safet y
office r s(State Safet y Di r ector will be contributin9 a n art i cle on this
subjectl,the state of
the inst r ucto r s y stem wi thin NSW (and Aust at
1a r ge) as well as preparatio n s fo r
the state titles
late r
in the
y ear.
The Treasu r er r epo r ted that the b ooks are in a mess and that no audit
has been carried o u t for the past two y ears. Enquiries are being made
to hopefull y rectif y this ne9lect but in the meantime new books have
been started from the time of ha nd ove r to the current executive.
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FORUM
By N .S.W.H.G.A. Safety Director Chris Boyce
Welcome to our new column,
where we shall assess and discuss
issues close to the growth of our
sport - "SAFETY".
After recently obtaining some
statistics on accidents for a
television documentary, (from
the late 1970's to the present day)
it is apparent that the average
hang glider pilot's life span is on
the increase. Please let us all
make sure this trend continues.
My intention is to access
incidents and accidents that occur
in N.S.W. and to publish any
relevant information that may be
of help to us.
Therefore the success of this
column depends upon the
incident - accident participants
forwarding their reports to me.
Pilots are reminded that the
height limit at Stanwell Park and
north is 1500ft ASL - NOT, AS
HIGH AS MY GLIDER WILL
TAKE ME!
This reminder follows a report
which was received from the
D.O.A. that gliders were sighted
at between 2500ft - 3000ft in this
area. - Don't jeopardize our
sport's privileges by your own
thoughtless actions. Remember
this is an area where we are
literally under the microscope.

Another report was received
from the Capricorn Club at
Rockhampton, of a sheer-pin
weaklink purchased from a hang
gliding school. They were told
that it would fail at between 2002201bs, and surprised that the
tension was over 300lbs before if
failed. So check on a accurate
gauge the tension required to
break your weak-link.
Recently Hill 60 at Port Kembla
has been under attack one again,
this time from our own pilots.
This unassuming 200ft coastal
site, with its two bottom landings
(one on a small strip of beach,
less than a glider span at high
tide, and the other on an oval
situated in the rotor of the
headland) coupled with a site
that faces N.E. and a wind
strength that increases as the day
progresses, can be more than a
hang full for the recently
qualified PR2 pilot.

I will leave you with the story of
a
concerned
pilot
who
mentioned to another pilot
setting up his glider in conditions
where the wind was crossed and
gusty. "IT'S NONE OF YOUR
BUSINESS MATE!" came the
reply, "I CAN HANDLE IT!" and
that's what the concerned pilot
saw as he drove away, Mr ·Knowit-all HANDLING his glider
down from the trees, after what
could best be described as a
MISHANDLED launch.
Safe Circles,
Chris Boyce

Even though we may not all be
an official safety officer it is your
responsibili ty to inform a pilot if
you feel he / she is placing
themsel ves or others in a
dangerous situation. So speakup, your good intentions may be
heeded, if not, all well and good
you have done your best.
So please send all those ·reports
and donation to N.5.W .H .G.1\.
Safety Director
P.O. BOX 180 .
HELENSBURGH. 2508
or Phone: (042) 942545.
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WEIGHT, DRAG & STRENGTH from the common low-friction
COMPARISON OF pivot that of course is a force
ALUMINIUM SECTIONS moment of 735 gms . by 1m.
Some Wiz may be able to
by George Smith interpret that as drag/unit length
while I attempt to set up a
Do you suspect that a fairing suitable rig. The fairing was
could be no more benefit than as rotated to about 25 degrees in 5
a psychic aid and a sales
gimmick?

knots and 15 degrees in 25 knots
to balance the drag.
When
reversed it still had a big
advantage. Weight wise the
plain tube A winds hands down
with C a little lighter than Band
o a penalty of about 250
gms./metre of sleeving.

Well I will spoil the Coopla.
camp fire discussions and Pub
session post mortems by
presenting here some results I
acquired with my backyard
equipment. The items tested
were;
A, a plain and
B, a faired downtube as supplied
by a major manufacturer,
C, a plain (shroud spreader) and
0, a reinforced sailboat shroud
spreader from All Spars Co.
which have been used by do-ityourself pilots.
Rather predictably, the drag
disadvantage occurred in the
order A.B.c. Stress was applied
by progressively weighting the
centre of a one metre length up
to 25Kg . the amount of
temporary bend, measured as
deflection from its normal centre
line, represents beam strain as in
the case of a pilot's body striking
a down tube when the bottom
wires are slack. If that happened
under shock loading in severe
turbuluence then the least beam
strain would be safest. After
parting with your money it is
reassuring to confirm that B wins
that event and if the do-ityourself boys will accept the
weight penalty of a tight fitting
internal box section stiffener,
then they will have a much
strengthened low-drag member.
A was third, with C last, only half
the stiffness of B.

A
Mos'; Drag

"eight
8lns. hne tre

410

1 met!"'e
beam stres

B

L@ss

Dra~

690

Least DraG

600

850

, metre beam s train em .

Kgs.

5

2

1

- - - - t - - - - - - - -- -

--

10

Only one measurement of drag
comparison has been recorded as
yet, the drag difference of A plain
tube to B faired tube in + M.P.H.
wind, 735 gm. one metre out
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Fire will engulf wheat stubble
and gliders too!
This was
apparent on a practice day in
December 1986 before the
competition.

arrived. But the problem was a
blessing in disguise. Imagine a
similar occurrence in the middle
of the Competition, with a stiff
breeze and dust devils.

The problem arose, and we knew
it could, but up until it happened
there was the element of doubt in
your mind. We were trying to
flatten the wheat stubble that had
been left partially standing after
the tow strips had been laid out.
Travelling over the stubble
caused a build up to develop
under Denis's car.
I was
travelling behind him when I
noticed his car on fire and a
clump of stubble well alight.
Quick thinking by Denis enabled
him to park on the well mowed
cross strip. We extinguished the
fire in his car first with spare
water bottles, but by this time the
fire had got going through the
stubble. Lucky the wind was very
light, but the occasional gusts
really accelerated the fire's
motion. Our frantic actions with
wet towels was near enough to
useless, but the fire was finally
extinguished when the tanker

So intelligent restrictions were
imposed. Cars were checked and
given the all clear before entering
the paddock. A length of wire
was supplied to all drivers to
hook out on any caught stubble
in the regular checks drivers
were to do throughout the day.
The tanker was filled and ready
on the strip and all pilots and
drivers amply warned of the
hazard.
I feel that all people who venture
onto the wheat stubble or long
grass out west in the hope of
towing, be informed of hidden
hazards such as this.
It could happen again, maybe the

next time, with
effects.

devastating

Bruce Mear
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FOR SALE, Airborne Windsports Osprey 210 Wing
with Trike, powered by 440 Robin with electric
start, CD.I., 4 blade ultra prop, long range tank,
dual controls, dual seat, motor overhauled, (done
2 hours). All white wings, excellent condition,
hangared entire life, original tip strings! A bargain
at $4,500, not negotiable, no tyre kickers, be awfully
quick.
Airborne Windsports Trike Wing, airshow special,
absolutely superb condition, genuine 60mph cruise
with very light handling - $2,500.
Ph: John Bremer or Mike Coburn (03) 7444578
Mars 170 (PR1) with apron harness. Excellent cond
- $1,150.
Ph. Daryl (03) 4359180
Airborne Wind Sports 2 seat Trike. Engine 50 HP
Robin - not a lot of hrs. Runs like new. Wing is a
red and blue Missile 210. Flys well. Also on good
trailer wi th new spare tyre. One spare prop and all
towing gear. Must sell to make way for new trike.
Price - $3,900.
Ph. Terry Rhodes AH. Churchill (051) 221629
Sabre 177 (PR3) light blue, dark blue and orange
flash on undersurface. Very good condition and
flies sweetly. Comes with new XC bag and original
batten profile and P.A Cocoon harness.
All yours for around $1,200. Will separate and will
neg.
Ring Glen (060) 761521
Foil 155 (PR3). Good condition. Well cared for.
White upper surface. Blue/yellow undersfurface.
Owner going O/S - $1875.
Ph. Mark (049) 264339
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GTR 175 (PR3). White mainsail with yellow
undersurface. As new condition only seventeen
and a half hrs total air time. Has speed bar and
standard base bar, batten profile and factory
manual. Flies like a dream - $2,800.
Cocoon Harness for 5'11" to 6'2" pilot - $150.
Advanced Air Sports Hang Glider back up chute$250. Reason for selling gear: I've decided to get
into trikes.
(07) 202 1256 AH.
Contact: Steve Jones
Michelle Jones (07) 2253298 B.H.
MARS 170 (PR1). White sail with yellow L/E
includes batten profile, spare upright and original
owners manual. Very good condition with clean
tight sail. Priced to sell at only $1,025. Available
for inspection at Seven Hills or arrange a test fly.
Ph. David Middleton (H) 671 4950 (B) 858 2088
Trike 277 Rotax Motor Single Seat 210 Moyes
Wing. Approx 12 hrs on registered trailer. All in
good condition - $3,900.
CT (PR1) Excellent first glider - $1,200.
Swift (PR3) 190. Slight tip flutter and a few patches
- $400.
All prices negotiable.
Ph. Sid or Charley (049) 587284
MARS 170 (PR1) drum tight green and gold sail.
Two hours old. Give away at $1,250 o.n.o.
Ph. Matthew 9972101

GTR162 (PR3) with speed bar. White with blue
undersurface - $1,300.
Ph. Wayne Bowen (043) 900956

W ANTED Cocoon harness in good condition to
suit 5'10" pilot.
Contact Peter (03) 754 6702

Hummingbird variometer and Thommen
altimeter in casing - $250.
Ph: (046) 255158

Portable 40 channel CB radio. Fits into cigarette
lighter and packs away into case 20cm x 40cm for
easy storage. Comes with antenna and all leads.
Hardly used - $100.
Ph: Danny (07) 285 1758

MARS 170 (PR1) 1984. Flys well, looks good ...
mmm ... $800.
Ph: Peter (07) 369 7930

MOYES COCOON HARNESS. Suit 5'9" upwards.
Red with rainbow across chute and ballest bag.
Radio pocket. Brand new- $180.
Ph. Gary (02) 451 2342
NEW ZEALAND MIG 180 (PR3) VB. Black leading
edge. Rainbow undersurface. White top surface.
Speed bar. Faired king post. Very strong machine.
Suit heavier pilot or trike. Excellent condition.
All American tubing. Sacrifice at $1,450.
Ph: Warwick Gill (079) 221225
SKYTREK GYRO 180 (PRl), very good condition.
Black LIE, yellow TIE, rainbow insert on upper
surface. Low hours with helmet and cocoon
harness. Suit PRO-3 - $1,100.
BALL 652 INSTRUMENTS, excellent condition.
Unused - $750.
MOYES POD HARNESS, black and silver. Used
only 3 times - $400.
Ph: Mike (03) 491785 (Shift worker, so try daytime
as well)
MARS 170 (PR1) 1986 model. $1300.
Phone Wally (02) 698 7474
MARS 190 (PR1) Mylar inserts, yellow LIE, red

r ISS, white TIE. Very good condition. No
patches or tears. Low flying time. Bargain at only
$4,000.
MOYES parachute. Never deployed - $250.
Ph: Stirling (H) (03) 584 1992 (W) (03) 679485

SABRE 165 (PR3). Pink LIE, yellow undersurface,
blue mainsail. Good condition, tight sail - $1,000
o.n.o.
Ph: Graeme Errington (042) 846492 (A.H.)
MARS 170 (PR1). Black leading edge, wite
mainsail, good condition - $1,000. Also MOYES
backpack cocoon harness - $140.
Ph: Simone Brooks (071) 467001 (W.H.)
FOIL 165 (PR3) White mainsail, royal blue
undersurface, white? LIE, new 160B A-frame and
rigging, ? glide. $1799.99
AFRO CIRRUS - total energy vario, digital ASI,
and digital altimeter with 3 foot increments - $800.
Ph: Trevor (b) 6972564 (h) 398 2902
Voca Phone - 516 3777 - 158 Salisbury Road
MARS 190 (PR1) for >12st pilot Ex. condo - $1400
o.n.o.
HARNESSES - Sky Systems Pod. Small, Red$290. Body Bags, as new - $290. Various colours.
FOIL 160B (PR3) ex. condo Gold U IS, gold
tempercote LIE, competition trim - $2400 o.n.o.
Ph: Phil (02) 560 8773
GYRO 1 (PR1) 180sq ft. Yellow I green I orange.
$1100 ono including harness and helmet. Phone
John (02) 570 5745
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS TRIKE. Powered by
Rotax 447. With training con trolls and long range
fuel tank. GTR210 wing with remote recovery
bullet chute. In excellent condition - $6,800.
Ph: Don (068) 824274
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•
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To whom it may concern.
Late
last year while on the last leg of
a voyage from California to Australia
I
ran
our yacht aground on a reef in
the
Coral Sea.
We were rescued safely but
when
I
went
back out
to
recover
my
vessel I found it had been stolen.
I
am writing to you,
because among our
belongings on board was my hang glider,
a
description
of which
follows.
The
glider was dismantled so it is
possible
it
will be brought in to be sold as
is
or
to be assembled.
If this glider is
seen or brought to your notice I
would
appre~iate it if you would call me (079)
552 708,
especially since recovery of
the
glider may lead to rec overy of our
boat.
DESCRIPTION
Made in U.S.A.
Pro-air 180 (written on specs label
on
keel tube) approximately 60 - 65% double
surface.
Colour
- yellow top with black leading
edge.
Black under-surface.
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